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Abstract
The C++ Standard Template Library (STL) is the most well-known and
widely used library that is based on the generic programming paradigm.
STL takes advantage of C++ templates, so it is an extensible, effective and
flexible system. Professional C++ programs cannot miss the usage of the STL
because it increases quality, maintainability, understandability and efficacy
of the code.
However, the usage of C++ STL does not guarantee perfect, error-free
code. Contrarily, incorrect application of the library may introduce new types
of problems. Unfortunately, there is still a large number of properties that
are tested neither at compilation-time nor at run-time. It is not surprising
that in implementations of C++ programs so many STL-related bugs may
occur.
It is clearly seen that the compilation validation is not enough to exclude
STL-related bugs. For instance, the mathematical properties of user-defined
sorting parameters are not validated at compilation phase nor at run-time.
Contravention of the strict weak ordering property results in weird behavior
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that is hard to debug. In this paper, we argue for a static analysis tool
which finds erroneous implementation of functors regarding the mathematical
properties. The primary goal is to support Continuous Integration pipelines,
using this tool during development to overcome debugging efforts.
Keywords: C++, static analysis, STL, generic programming, functor
MSC: 68N19 Other programming techniques

1. Introduction
The C++ Standard Template Library (STL) is a widely-used, handy library based
on the generic programming paradigm [2]. On one hand, the library provides
convenient, suitable containers (e.g. list) and algorithms (e.g. find) that make
easier stock-in-trade [19]. On the other hand, STL introduces many new kinds of
bugs which are hard to detect and fix, such as invalid iterators, weird effect of the
remove algorithm and writing uninitialized memory via copy algorithm, etc. [16]
STL provides four standard sorted associative containers, these are set, map,
multiset and multimap [8]. These containers are able to work together with userdefined orders via functor types [21]. In this case, the user-defined functor has
to implement strict weak ordering, but this property is not validated neither at
compilation time nor at runtime [15]. If someone uses a functor which does not
fulfill the strict weak ordering rules, the container becomes inconsistent because
same values are not considered to be equal [14]. Let us consider the following code:
struct Comp
{
bool operator()( int a, int b ) const
{
return a >= b;
}
};
// ...
std::set<int, Comp> s;
s.insert( 3 );
s.insert( 3 );
std::cout << s.size();
// Prints 2 that is weird because same value inserted twice
// into the set. Correctly, 1 should be printed.
std::cout << s.count( 3 ); // prints 0 in spite of it is contained
This phenonmenon is weird, the root cause is hard to find. Compilers should
emit error (or warning at least) diagnostics, but the problem is not detected at
all. Strict weak order property should be an axiom according to modern generic
constraint approach in C++. However, these axioms are not validated by the
compiler [22]. Therefore, our aim is to develop a tool based on static analysis that
detects problematic functors.
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This tool is based on a recently popular software, called Clang. Clang is a standard compliant C/C++/Objective-C compiler, furthermore, it provides a static
analyzer, as well. It is open source and based on the LLVM compiler infrastructure. It is mainly developed by the community, there are many contributors, also
it is supported by big companies as well [3].
The Clang architecture is well designed and modular which makes it possible
to use it as a library [17]. The users can use the end products, like Clang as a
compiler or build their own tools on top of its libraries. It provides an API for
third-parties to use its internal structures and analyze the source code in a highlevel way. Its libraries provide a wide scale of features related to compilation and
analysis, for example tokenizer or AST visitor. Many useful static analysis tools
have been developed based on Clang (e.g. [1, 4, 10]). Clang’s another significant
advantage is the evolving approach regarding the C++ standards, so users do not
need to take care of parsing of newly introduced language elements and can focus
on their actual goal. That makes Clang powerful and very popular recently.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the related work is discussed in
Section 2, the technical details of our Clang-based solution are presented in Section
3 and decision logic is explained in Section 4. Our approach is evaluated and results
are shown in Section 5. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2. Related Work
A comprehensive description of STL-related bugs can be found in [14] including the
ordering functor types’ mathematical properties, as well. However, many problems
have been presented, but no tool support was proposed to avoid the erroneous
situations. Compilation time validation of the STL typically uses two different
approaches: template metaprogramming (e.g. [18]) and static analysis (e.g. [4, 9]).
These methods do not help to find the problematic ordering functor types in C++
source, the functors’ statefulness is analyzed exclusively [10]. Model checking of
STL containers also misses the validation of user-defined comparisons [6].
On the other hand, C++ functors are analyzed previously, a limited, lightweight,
runtime approach has been developed [15]. This approach has runtime overhead
and does not deal with comprehensive evaluation.
Another direction in functors’ usage is a transparent version of the functor
templates [12]. The paper presents a refactoring tool which makes the usage of
functors safer, but this tool does not deal with the mathematical properties.
The constraints and concepts [22] have been included officially in the C++20
standard version. These let the users to define compile time expectations on the
template parameters. For example, it can be checked pragmatically that a given T
template parameter type has operator() member function or not. However, the
beforehand presented STL-related issue is more complex, it requires to check the
implementation of the given functions as well.
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3. Our Approach
3.1. Technical Background
The previously depicted theoretical problem may appear sometimes. However, the
compiler cannot warn about it at all. In order to detect this kind of problem,
a brand new tool has been developed. Its purpose is to find misuses of ordered
associative containers related to the given issue. Many faulty functor classes can be
caught in suspicious context, although, the tool has limitations which are described
at the end of this section.
The implementation uses Clang’s libraries and framework to analyze the C++
source code. It takes advantage of Clang’s architecture including the built-in abstract syntax tree (AST) and its visitors. AST is comprehensively used in our tool
to extract information from the source code.

3.2. High-level Overview
This section presents a high-level overview and describes how our tool works in a
nutshell [5]. As it was mentioned above, it works on the source code itself and it
does not require to execute the binary.
That means, it can only rely on compile time information which are given in
the source code. The original compiler arguments are very essential regarding
the reproducible compilation process. These arguments or flags may affect the
whole compilation process, for instance preprocessor macros often depend on the
compilation arguments.
In general, let us see what is the idea behind the analysis and how the workflow
looks like. This solid outline will highlight the main points of the analysis and how
it is performed to gather the necessary information from the source code.
The main problem is related to the associative containers and the regarding
user-defined ordering functors. At the beginning, every instantiation of associated
containers has to be found which uses a custom functor for comparing objects.
The functor classes only can be identified at usage places, because the instantiated
assiative container is the evidence of the given functor must meet certain requirements. The beforehand found instantiations each has a functor whose type is a
suspect of misusage.
These marked types are analysed in the next step. The tool retrieves the type
of comparison functor and tries to find the proper operator() for the given usage.
Two cases are possible, the definition is not available, for instance it is defined
in another translation unit, it will be skipped. This case is rare because most of
comparisons have short implementation, so they are typically inline methods in the
class. Another case, when the definition of candidate operator() is available, it
can be analyzed in order to extract the expressions which are used to compare two
objects. From one function, multiple expressions can be collected, for example the
return value depends on a condition. The following code snippet presents this case:
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bool ExampleComp::operator()( int lhs, int rhs ) const
{
if ( lhs > 0 && rhs > 0 )
{
return lhs < rhs;
}
else
{
return lhs * 2 <= rhs + 1;
}
}
These collected expressions are evaluated later in order to decide whether they
meet the requirement of strict weak ordering rules. The details of the proposed
analysis method can be seen below.
3.2.1. Analyzing AST
In our tool, Clang libraries are in-use to parse the source code and build internal
structures. Clang performs every low level action (tokenizing, parsing, etc.) that
lets us to concentrate on our aim by defining a higher level analysis based on the
built structures.
The main and worth to mention data structure of them is the abstract syntax
tree, AST. It represents the source code in an abstract way, contains all the data
about the parsed source files. In Clang, it is a little bit more than a syntax tree,
because it contains some semantic information as well.
To collect data from abstract syntax trees, they can be visited by AST visitors.
Custom AST visitors need to be implemented in order to use the Clang hierarchy
and AST visitor interface. AST visitors can extract the relevant information from
the AST and capture any kind of context within the AST, for example, all function
declarations can be visited.
The proposed tool is mostly built on AST visitors. These visitors can be used
to find container instantiations, types, member functions, expressions and many
other source-based constructs. More precisely three different kinds of visitors have
been declared. Each has different tasks on different part of the AST. These visitors
work together and built on each other.
The following paragraphs detail these AST visitors and the presented order is
the same as the order of processing. That means in the analysis logic, the visitor
which finds associate container instantiations is used before the visitor which parses
the body of member functions.
Usage finder visitor The original issue can occur only when someone uses
std::map, std::multimap, std::set or std::multiset with custom comparison objects. The first task is to find template instantiations of previously listed
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types and inspect them in order to find those which are using custom comparison
types other than the default std::less.
Although, std::less can be specialized for used defined types, in this case
the written comparator is user-defined and it should be analysed as well. Other
special case, when the default std::less is provided without any specialization,
in this case the operator< is called on the objects. The custom object comparison
can sneak into without using custom functors. From the analysis point of view,
the only difference is that the operator< function should be analysed instead of
the operator() of the provided functor. However, it is not covered in this paper,
focusing only on user-defined functors.
When an instantiation meets the given criteria, it should be analyzed because
it can be erroneous, for example SpecialKeyCmp class is used here:
std::map<SpecialKey, int, SpecialKeyCmp> m;
After these usage places are located, the classes of the used functors need to
be checked. For this, it is necessary to find the definition of the used functor type
and the matching operator() member function for the given usage. When the
definition of operator() is available in this translation unit, it can be used to
furthermore processing, but it is done by next visitor.
Function body parser The next AST visitor is responsible for parsing the
function implementation. Its input is the function definition in the AST, the usage
finder visitor passes the operator() member function definitions to this visitor.
The visitor’s purpose is to extract one or more expressions from the function
body which can be used to compare objects. This kind of visitor can locate and
capture every logical or comparison expression which can affect the return value.
The outcome is a list of expressions which can define the return value of the given
function. The visitor needs to process the job backward, because the root expression which defines the return value, can be identified only at the end of each
execution path. These end points are the return-statements in the function body.
However, it is not adequate to process only them. It can happen that someone
declares a local variable or calls a function to evaluate an expression. This visitor needs to handle variable declarations and assignments, when an expression is
bounded to a name which is used in return-statement. The names are replaced
by the bounded expressions in the return-statement.
Nevertheless it tracks function calls which can modify variables or their return
values appear in the expressions. In case of function calls, the function body is
parsed with another object of this visitor to get the relevant expressions.
An important point here is to manage the currently valid conditions on the
given execution path. It is necessary, because the conditions can affect the return
value, in some case, they define the comparison implicitly. For example, without
analysing the conditions, the following functor cannot be judged well, however, it
definitely breaks the strict weak ordering rule.
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bool CustomComp::operator()( int lhs, int rhs ) const
{
if ( lhs < rhs )
{
return false;
}
else
{
return true;
}
}
In addition to all of this, they need to be performed recursively in order to
dissolve an expression as much as possible at compile time. For instance, when a
function calls another one which affects the return value in some way, it is necessary
to inspect that function and substitute it with extracted elemental expressions.
This visitor deals with the following code context:
bool CustomComp::inRange( int value ) const
{
return value < 42;
}
bool CustomComp::operator()( int lhs, int rhs ) const
{
const bool tmp = lhs > 0 && rhs > 0;
return tmp && inRange( lhs ) && inRange( rhs ) && lhs < rhs;
}
In this example, the expression which actually will be evaluated at each operator()
function call is: lhs > 0 && rhs > 0 && lhs < 42 && rhs < 42 && lhs < rhs.
Expression parser This is the lowest level visitor in this implementation. This
parser works on a very small part of the AST, the beforehand located expressions
are visited by it. Its purpose is parsing the given expressions and convert them to
an internal data structure. The advantage of this data structure is that, it is far
simpler than Clang’s AST and contains only the relevant information.
The internal data structure is a graph which represents logical and comparison
expressions. The nodes are typically operators and variables but more constructs
are supported. The edges are logical relations between nodes, for example, the
operator< has two other nodes which are the left and right hand side operands of
expression.
The visitor handles binary operators, unary operators, literals, variables and
so on. It walks over on that small part of AST and tranforms nodes to proper
internal data structures. At the end of the visiting of Clang’s AST, the result is a
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graph which is identical to the original one without excess. For example, the graph
belongs to the a > 0 && b > 0 code snippet is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Internal data structure
With this step, the AST processing is mostly done. A list of expressions is
extracted for each instantiation which needs to be analyzed later, however, before
performing the concrete analysis, some small transformations need to be applied
on them. These transformations are detailed in the next subsection.
3.2.2. Transformations
After processing of Clang’s AST, an internal graph structure is created for each
expression at each functor usage place. They are identical to the original expressions, although most of time they are not that complex. To reduce this complexity,
some modifications need to be applied on them. After the transformations, the
expressions will be equivalent with the original one, but simpler.
They target to eliminate the obvious complications and keep the expressions
plain. There are several well-known replacement rules related to mathematical
logic [7]:
• De Morgan’s laws: !(X || Y) -> !X && !Y
• Double negation: !!X -> X
• Tautology: X && X -> X
Besides that more transformations can be applied at compile time which comes
from the programming language behavior:
• Short-circuit binary operators: at logical and and or, when the first operand
is evaluated, it may define the result of the whole expression, e.g.: true ||
(X < 0) -> true
• Constant evaluation: comparisons may be evaluated at compile time, e.g.: 0
< 42 -> true
Using these replacement rules, the original expression can be transformed into
a new expression which contains less boilerplate. For example, the expression (x
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< y) || (0 != 0) can be converted into x < y. The 0 != 0 is not relevant from
the analysis point of view since it is always false and the outcome of the original
expression does not depend on it.
These transformations are applied on each expression when it is possible. This
approach results in a new, simplified expression which can be analyzed with more
confidence. These newly created expressions will be used later in order to decide
the correctness of functors.
3.2.3. Output format
After finding a custom functor suspicious, the tool emits a warning like the compiler
does, but it refers to the type that can be seen in the source, not the underlying
one [14]. It uses Clang’s diagnostic framework to report issues, so they look like a
compiler warning at the line of data structure usage, e.g. instantiation of std::map.
main.cpp:44:10: warning: Strict weak ordering is not fulfilled
by comparison type
std::set<int, Comp> s;

4. Decision Logic
The analysis can be executed on cleaned expressions that are prepared to be analyzed whether they meet the requirement of strict weak ordering rules.
Let 𝐴 be an arbitrary set and relation 𝑅 ⊆ 𝐴 × 𝐴. It is a strict weak ordering
if the following properties are met[20]:
• Asymmetry: ∀𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐴 : 𝑎𝑅𝑏 ⇒ ¬(𝑏𝑅𝑎).
• Irreflexivity: ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 : ¬𝑎𝑅𝑎.
• Transitivity: ∀𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 ∈ 𝐴 : 𝑎𝑅𝑏 ∧ 𝑏𝑅𝑐 ⇒ 𝑎𝑅𝑐.
On one hand, this analysis is pragmatic and conservative, therefore it minimizes
the false positive warnings which is an essential property in static analysis tools,
but on the other hand, the tool is not a theorem prover.
The decision logic takes advantage of the previously presented visitors. The
pseudocode of the decision logic can be seen in Figure 2, the entry point is the
DecisionLogic procedure. We omit the proper type information but the informal
description helps to comprehend the proposed solution. In this procedure, the first
attribute to check whether the comparison uses both arguments because a regular
binary relation is required. We use the ParseNumberOfUtilizedParams function
that is straightforward, therefore we not detailed in Figure 2. If the comparison
does not utilize any of its argument, we emit a warning by calling EmitWarning
that is not detailed in the pseudocode, but presented in Section 3.2.3. However,
the functor’s operator() must have two parameters due to the compilation model
of C++ but parameter can be unused [18].
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procedure CheckExpression(<simplified structure of> 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)
𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 ← ParseOperator(𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)
if 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 is operator== ∨ 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 is operator!= then
EmitWarning
end if
if 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 is operator<= ∨ 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 is operator>= then
EmitWarning
end if
end procedure
procedure CheckLiteral(𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟)
𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙, 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ← ParseLiteralCondition(𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟)
if ¬(Evaluate(𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙)) then
𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ← ¬(𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)
end if
CheckExpression(𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)
end procedure
procedure DecisionLogic(𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟)
𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠 ← ParseNumberOfUtilizedParams(𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟)
if 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠 ̸= 2 then
EmitWarning
else
𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 ← ParseReturnEntityType(𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟)
if 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 is expression then
CheckExpression(𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)
end if
if 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 is literal then
CheckLiteral(𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟)
end if
if 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 is variable then
𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒, 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 ← ParseVariableValue(𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟)
if 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 then
𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ← ParseCondition(𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟)
if ¬ Evaluate(value) then
𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ← ¬(𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)
end if
CheckExpression(𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)
end if
end if
end if
end procedure

Figure 2: Pseudocode for the Decision Logic
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If both arguments take part in the comparison, we query what kind of result
is specified in the return-statement. The potential kinds are expressions, literals
(e.g. true, or 0), variables but every kind may depend on function calls that we
process by inlining them on the level of AST. However, we do not highlight this
fact in Figure 2.
The parameter of the decision logic is the AST representation of the analyzed
functor. When we produce the cleaned, simplified expression that we take advantage of transformation steps presented in Section 3.2.2. If this transformed expression contains one of the following operators <=, >=, == or !=, we emit a warning,
otherwise we consider the comparison meets the requirement conservatively. We
query the applied operator with ParseOperator method in Figure 2.
When the returned element in the return-statement is a literal and the comparison utilizes both parameters the result must depend on a condition. As Section
3 presented, this condition is retrieved by our visitors and the condition is negated
when the literal is false or converted to false with the Evaluate function. We also
showed previously if there are multiple conditional statements, we process all these
conditions in the ParseCondition function that is not detailed in Figure 2. In case
of returned literal is considered to be true by the Evaluate method, the condition
remains untouched. This condition contains operator to compare the arguments,
so we evaluate this processed condition just like the expression previously.
In case of variable is returned, we call the ParseVariableValue procedure to
recognize its value if we are able to specify it. This recognized value can be used
as a literal and evaluate the comparison just like the previous case. We do not
emit warning, if the value of the variable cannot be determined. Of course, this
can cause false negative cases during the analysis, but it is not a typical use-case.
Briefly, our tool also emits a warning when it detects that the arguments are
compared with operator== or operator!=. If an ordering relation is defined as
a C++ comparison functor in an erroneous way, the asymmetry and transitivity
requirements are still met. The problematic property is the irreflexivity, therefore
our tool focuses on the validation of this requirement that is the most common
misuse regarding functors [14]. The possible comparison operators are <, >, <=,
>=. Although the operators < and > are considered right, they cannot cause issues
regarding to the given problem. The rest of them may cause issues, since the
equality is included in all of them, thus we emit warning in these cases.
We also take into consideration whether the arguments are compared with constant values, but they are compared to each other with <= or >=, therefore this
essential expression of functor is incorrect: lhs > 0 && rhs > 0 && lhs <= rhs.

5. Limitations and Evaluation
The tool has some limitations, which one should bear in mind. First of them comes
from Clang’s nature, it handles translation units separately, so if the operator()
is defined in a different source file (.cc) where the container is instantiated with
the corresponding functor class, the tool cannot find the operator’s definition due
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to Clang’s limitation [11]. In this case, the given functor will not be analysed.
Another issue is related to compile time behavior, no runtime information is
available for the analysis; also if a very tricky comparison expression is written,
likely the functor cannot be decided if it is compliant or not.
During the development of the tool, some handmade test cases have been implemented. They are good to cover all the corner cases in theory, however, it would
be good to see how the proposed tool performs on real-world projects.
Since the effect of this issue is very well-marked and serious, they usually are
eliminated during the development or testing phase of real products.
Nonetheless, in order to ascertain the quality of our approach and solution,
the tool was tested and evaluated on well-known open source projects. The userdefined comparison functor usage with associative containers is not used very often,
so a limited number of projects could be checked unfortunately. However, even
comprehensive profiling does not measure the functors’ usage [13].
The methodology of testing was that the tool reported that a functor is being
analyzed then the result of the analysis is checked. Each functor which was reportedly analyzed is inspected manually, as well. That makes it possible to verify the
result of the tool.
In this testing, four different functors are analyzed from three different projects
listed below:
• Flatbuffers - https://github.com/google/flatbuffers/
• Thrift - https://github.com/apache/thrift/
• Orc - https://github.com/apache/orc
All of the analyzed functors are used with std::map container. None of them
was reported as suspicious by our tool and the manual verification proved the
results’ correctness. Despite of the limitations of the tool, every functor’s properties
are evaluated correctly. The limitations do not affect the usage of tool in the source
code of real-world applications. The tool does not emit false positive reports at all,
so it can be used safely in quality assurance regularly.

6. Conclusion
C++ STL is a widely-used library that is based on the generic programming
paradigm. The usage of the library increases the code quality and comprehensibility, however, the incorrect usage of library may result in new kind of errors.
This paper has presented a weird error related to the C++ Standard Template
Library that is related to sorted associated containers. The ordering can be customized via functor class, but it should implement strict weak ordering. However,
this property is not validated at all. If a functor does not meet this requirement,
the container becomes inconsistent.
So in order to detect this kind of defects in the source code, a new approach has
been proposed. We have developed a tool for this method. The proposed solution
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analyzes source code that means the execution of the program is not required.
It is a Clang-based tool that takes advantage of Clang’s libraries and framework.
Our tool was tested on manually prepared test cases and it was evaluated on open
source projects to prove that it works perfectly with real-world applications.
The tool did not find any questionable functor, however, it confirms our tool
validity and the fact that is not a very often issue in released projects. Although
it does not report unnecessary false positive alarms, so it can be a handy tool in
the development process and Continuous Integration servers for quick feedback, as
well.
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